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What is e-EDUMED?
e-EDUMED (e-Learning Educational Center in Medicine) is a two year
European funded project aiming to answer to the needs of medical
staff in improvement/updating/accessibility/equal chances to
knowledge and harmonization in training of medical specialists . The
2 year e-EDUMED project will finish in January 2013.

Who we are?
We are a consortium of 6
partners from different
parts of Europe with an
international specialists
balance (medical,
educational,
technological). The
consortium is formed by
higher education
institutions, an university
consortium, 2 SMEs
experienced in education,
medical services
multimedia software, a
private hospital and a
professional association
with a long standing
reputation for providing
student-centred,
innovative programmes of
health education and long
lasting professional
cooperation at
international level. The
project is coordinated by
the University of Craiova,
Romania.

INTRODUCTION TO THE
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http://www.e-edumed.ro
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What we are going to do?
Together

CONNECTING YOUR LEAR NINGTO THE TECHNOLOG Y RESOURCES YOU NEED
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If you are interested in
receiving informations about
our project
If you are interested in
joining the educational
process as a trainee (private
person or organization)
Please registrate on our
web site

http://www.eedumed.ro

from other training modules) will be
developed. A glossary for medical
terms

will

help

in

understanding

specific issues.

What have we done until
now?
The

partnership

European

developed

projects

until

several

now.

We

mention only the projects related with

For more information:
Please visit our web site: http://www.e-edumed.ro

educational and medical fields.
Project MeditopEU - Virtual classroom
for healthcare professionals
Project CERPS Center - Training Centre
for Health Care, Prophylactic and
Rehabilitation Services
Project COACH-BOT - Modular e-course
with virtual coach tool support
Project Paediatric Ophthalmology

If you'd like to work with
us, share your know-how
(tools, methods, etc.), or
join the network, please
don't hesitate to contact
us.

